
Recreational Cooking School Business for Sale Brisbane

For Sale
Location: Brisbane
Asking: $980,000 WIWO
Type: Tourism/Leisure

Contact:
Harry Notaras
0434 344 282 or 07 3368 4010

aubizbuysell.com.au/119784

ABS Business Sales Brisbane
Broker Ref: 3305

Recreational Cooking School for Sale, Vendor Finance
Considered #5512FO
Are you a passionate foodie with a flair for diverse cultural gastronomy? Or perhaps you're a hospitality
enthusiast ready to move from the back of house to the front, showcasing your talents? An incredible
opportunity awaits!

The Market Leader in Authentic Cooking Experiences: Welcome to the world of culinary excellence! This
recreational cooking school stands as an absolute market leader in delivering unforgettable, authentic
cooking experiences. Boasting a rich tapestry of diverse cultural cuisines, it is the go-to destination for
individuals and groups seeking to embark on a culinary adventure.

Versatile Event Space for Culinary Exploration: Equipped with a spacious event space, this business is
perfect for hosting large classes and team-building exercises. Imagine the thrill of conducting
Masterchef-like competitions and classes for up to 80 people! The possibilities are endless, providing a
platform to showcase your culinary prowess and creativity.

Recent Upgrades for Maximum Impact: This cooking school has just undergone a transformative
upgrade, ensuring it remains at the forefront of the industry. The improvements include wheelchair
access, a newly resealed commercial-grade non-slip floor, and an upgraded set of equipment. The
space has been repainted to create a fresh and inviting atmosphere, setting the stage for a truly
immersive culinary experience.

Owner's Perspective: Freedom to Explore Broader Passions: The current owner has intentionally crafted
a business that allows her to have minimal day-to-day involvement. This unique approach has afforded
her the freedom to pursue broader foodie passions, confident in the capable hands of an experienced
operations manager and a team of specialty chefs.

Thriving Finances: Growing Profit and Turnover: The business has seen impressive financial growth,
with both turnover and profit on the rise. In the 2022/23 fiscal year, the adjusted profit reached an
impressive $430,000. This is on a managed basis. The strategic advantage of pre-booked classes not
only ensures a steady turnover but also allows for efficient planning well ahead, minimizing waste and
maximizing profitability.

Ready for Your Fresh Perspective: This is an opportunity to inject your own experiences, ideas, and
creativity into this thriving venture. Your vision will be the key to keeping the business fresh, vibrant,
and at the forefront of culinary innovation.
Why Make This Investment?
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1. Passionate Foodie Paradise: Cater to the ever-growing community of food enthusiasts hungry for
unique and authentic culinary experiences.
2. Transition from Back to Front: Ideal for hospitality professionals seeking a transition from behind the
scenes to the forefront of the culinary stage.
3. Showcase Your Talents: This business offers a unique platform to spotlight your culinary talents and
creativity.
4. Event Hosting Mastery: With a spacious event area, the possibilities for hosting classes, team-
building events, and competitions are limitless.
5. Recent Upgrades: Benefit from recent upgrades ensuring a modern, safe, and inviting environment
for both patrons and participants.

This business offers an excellent transition and comes with a great reputation. It is worth your while to
learn more about this business with its excellent staff, systems, procedures, financials and service.

This business is in Brisbane's inner city and attracts clients from all parts of South East Queensland.
Don't miss out on this golden opportunity to own a business that not only satisfies the taste buds and
feeds your passion for culinary excellence, but also creates fabulous profit!
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